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Determination of factors affecting supplementary ferrous sulfate giving to  infants 6-24 

 month by mothers with PRECEDE planning model in Ardabil  city. 

 

Abstract: 

Iron deficiency anemia (IDA) is still a major nutritional and public health problem 

among young children in developing countries.Anemia during child hood is known to be 

linked with impaired and cognitive development and learning capacity.Daily oral 

supplementation with medicinal iron is considered an effective strategy for reducing of IDA 

but non- compliance is a major problem with this strategy.Mothers should especially be 

educated to improve better diet health behaviors for their children. The present study was 

carried out to survey 100 mothers’ knowledge,attitude and practice towards using of 

supplementary ferrous sulfate by using precede model. 

Materials and Methods: 

A cross sectional study data collection and KAP study of 100 mothers who had infant 6-

24 month old was performed in   chil dren clinic  of Buali Hospital  in  A rdebil in  92-

93.Data Analyzed with SPSS 19  and Chi-Square and P<0.05 was meaningful. 

Findings: 

38% 0f infants didn’t take iron drops, and irregular consumption was 62%.The most 

common cause for the interruption was gastrointestinal (GI) complications (vomiting)(51%). 

The knowledge of 46% 0f mothers was good and The attitude of 11% of mothers was 

perfect.There was a significant correlation between mother’s knowledge and attitude and 

their level of education . 

Conclusion: 

According data from this study unfavorable taste and complication as well as insufficient 

mothers knowledge,attitude and performance were important causes of irregular use of 

ferrous sulfate drops.And the study indicate that Precede model (Predisposing ,Enabling and 

Reinforcing factors) could be used to prevent irregular use of supplementary ferrous sulfate. 
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